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1. Introduction

The wave functions of low-lying states have one dominating 
component: one-quasiparticle in odd-A nuclei and one-phonon or 
two-quasiparticle in even nuclei. The simplicity of the struc
ture of low-lying states enabled a detailed experimental and 
theoretical investigation. With increasing excitation energy 
the density of states in atomic nuclei increases and their 
structure becomes complicated. From simple low-lying states one 
passes to more complicated states at intermediate and high 

excitation energies. In studying the state structure at inter
mediate and high excitation energy an important role in atomic 
nuclei is attributed to the fragmentation of single-particle 
states, i.e. the distribution of the strength of single-par
ticle states over many nuclear levels.
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The experimental study of the state structure of this re
gion encounters great difficulties. It is practically impos
sible to measure the characteristics of each of many thousands 
levels. Moreover, due to the complication of the state struc
ture there is a large number of components of the wave func
tions that should be measured experimentally. Complication of 
the state structure begins at low excitation energies. The 
existing theories and computer technique does not allow a cor
rect description of the structure of each level at the excita
tion energy above 3 MeV, apart from light and magic nuclei. 
This is caused by the necessity of diagonalizing matrices of 
an order of 10'4-10. Moreover, one should take into conside
ration a rough description of nuclear forces and an approximate 
solution of the nuclear many-body problem. The main reason is 
that there is no need in calculating each of many millions of 
components of the wave function of each state since the quan
titative data on nuclear structure are available for few-qua
siparticle configurations of the wave functions. The most exact 
experimental data follow from the fragmentation of one-quasi- 
particle, one-phonon and quasiparticle® phonon states. The 
only exception is the high-spin states. At intermediate exci
tation energies the fragmentation of one-quasiparticle states 
appears as local maxima or substructures in the cross sections 
of the one-nucleon transfer reactions. The fragmentation of 
the subshells s^-, p,^ and P3/2 determines s- and p-wave 
neutron strength functions. The giant resonances are defined 
by the position of collective one-phonon states and the widths 
of giant resonances are due -to their fragmentation. The few- 
quasiparticle components reveal the effects of the shell struc
ture. The problem of the nuclear theory is not so much a more 
exact solution of the many-body problem in the general form 
as a more exact description of those nuclear characteristics 
which are being measured in experiment at present time and 
would.be measured in the nearest future. In describing the 
fragmentation, an important role is played by the coupling of 
the single-particle with collective vibrational motions, i.e.: 
to the interaction of quasiparticles with phonons; this fact 
has been pointed out in refs.[1-6] in 1965-1975. Just the re
sults of these investigations made the basis of the QPNM.

would.be
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2. Basic assumptions of the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear 
model (QPNM)

The QPNM was formulated to describe few-quasiparticle com
ponents of the wave functions at low, intermediate and high 
excitation energies [4,7-11] . The fragmentation of one-quasi
particle, one-phonon and quasiparticle ® phonon states over 
many nuclear levels is described in the framework of the model. 
Those characteristics of complex nuclei that are defined by 
these components are calculated.

Now we present the general scheme of solving the many-bo- 
dy nuclear problem (fig. 1) preceding the formulation of the 
QPNM. The nuclear Hamiltonian in the general form is expressed 
through the operators of creation a^ and absorption a^ of neut
rons and protons and the system of equations is introduced. 
The Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov approximation (HFB) is used for de
riving the closed system of equations. Many equations turn out

Fig. 1. Nuclear many-body problem
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to be rejected within this approximation. It is assumed that 
the influence of rejected equations is insignificant; moreover, 
they can partially be compensated by the effective forces with 
constants fixed from the experimental data. The HFB method and 
the condition under which the density matrix is diagonal allow 
one to separate an average field and interactions leading to 
superconducting pairing correlations. Then, using the canonical 
Bogolubov transformation one is led to the model of independent 
quasiparticles.

An approximate solution of the nuclear many-body problem, 
symbolically represented in fig. 1, is used to construct the 
QPNM Hamiltonian. The QPNM Hamiltonian includes an average nu
clear field as the Saxon-Woods potential and the superconduc
ting pairing interactions. It also contains the multipole and 

. . . . includingspin-multipole isoscalar and isovector charge exchange interac
tions in the particle-hole and particle-particle channels as 
well as the tensor isovector interaction.

The parameters of the Saxon-Woods potential are fixed so 
as to obtain a correct description of the low-lying states in 
odd-A nuclei taking account of the quasiparticle-phondn interac
tion. Undoubtedly, one can use another form of the average 
field potential or to calculate the energies and wave functions 
of single-particle states within the Hartree-Fock method and to 
use them in the calculations within the QPNM; this arbitrari
ness is of no fundamental importance. The application of the 
Hartree-Fock method imlies an early stage of parametrization, 
i.e. the parametrization of an effective interaction, for ins
tance, in terms of the Skyrme forces. In the interactions lea
ding to pairing, instead of the functions one uses the cons
tants G^ and G, whose values are determined from the difference 
of nuclear masses. This approximation does not reduce accuracy 
of calculations within the QPM.

The effective interactions between quasiparticles are ex
pressed as the series of multipoles and spin-multipoles. The 
effective interactions as though compensate equations rejected 
within the HFB method. They are also related to nucleon-nucleon 
interactions in the nuclear matter and some terms correspond 
to the exchange by one or two mesons. For the calculations 
within the QPNM it is essential that the interaction between
quasiparticles is represented in a separable (factorized) form 
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As is known [12,13] separable potentials are widely used in 
describing nucleon-nucleon interactions and in studying three- 
body nuclear systems and lightest nuclei, i.e. separable poten
tials are used in the cases where the results of calculations 
are more sensitive to the form of radial dependence of forces 
in comparison with the calculations of the properties of comp
lex nuclei within the QPNM. It is to be noted that the matrix 
elements of effective interations are used in the calculations. 
The single-particle wave functions truncate a small part of in
teractions. One can construct separable interactions whose mat
rix elements are similar to those of more complex forces [14]. 
It may be assumed that appropriately chosen interactions bet
ween quasiparticles in a separable form do not limit the accu
racy of calculations.

There is a certain arbitrariness in the radial dependence 
of separable interactions. The existence of collective vibra
tional quadrupole states indicates a maximum on the nuclear sur
face in the radial dependence of multipole forces. Therefore, 
for multipole forces Ry ( z) is taken in the form = гд or

= ,where V(Z) is the central part of the Saxon-a z
Woods potential. Such a type of radial dependence is also used 
for spin-multipole forces. The ambiguity of radial dependence 
of the separable spin-multipole interaction is especially large 
due to the absence of clearly seen collective states of the 
magnetic type.

The effective separable interactions between quasipartic
les in the QPNM with the constants fixed from the experimental 
data and phenomenological estimates are thought to benot weaker 
than more complex effective interactions used in other papers. 
They are more advantageous than the Landau-Migdal density-de
pendent zero range force that is widely used in calculating the 
structure of closed shell nuclei.

One should not attach great importance to the self-consis
tency between an average field and effective interactions, 
since a great number of equations is rejected within the HFB 
method. The self-consistent calculations are very important by 
a qualitative description of nuclear characteristics rather 
than by their detailed description of experiment. They showed 
that in solving the nuclear many-body problem the HFB method 
may serve as a good basis for constructing nuclear models.
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The scheme of calculations within the QPNM is shown in 
fig. 2. The explicit form of the model Hamiltonian is given in 
refs. [7,8] for deformed nuclei and in ref.[9] for spherical 
nuclei. Transforming the model Hamiltonian by the canonical Bo- 
golubov transformation one passes from the nucleon operato'rs to 
the quasiparticle and °<jm operators. The pairs of opera
tors and are expressed through the phonon
operators and the quasiparticle operators remain only in the 
form • Such an inclusion of phonon operators over
comes difficulties with double counting of some diagrams that 
take place in the nuclear field thery [1S] . Then, the RPA equa
tions are solved to determine the energies and wave functions 
of one-phonon states. All the model parameters are fixed at this 
stage. By using the experimental data to fix the constants of 
pairing, multipole and spin-multipole isoscalar and isovector introduc 
one as if takes into account the effect of a chain of equations “lon=’ 
rejected within the HFB method.

The specific feature and advantage of the QPNM is the use 
of one-phonon states as a basis. This is possible due to the 
fact that the RPA provides a unique description of collective, 
weakly collective and two-quasiparticle states. Within the RPA 
the secular equations of the model Hamiltonian are transformed 
to the form

+ H&tj, ’ æ
containing free quasiparticles and phonons and the quasipar- 
ticle-phonon interaction . Formula (1) includes also the 
np phonon operators describing charge-exchange giant resonan
ces and T> excited states. This is the first specific feature 
of the QPNM.

The phonon space corresponds to a full space of two-quasi
particle states of the particle-hole-type and some states of 
the particle-particle-type. A full space of two-quasiparticle 
states 'is used when the interactions in the particle-particle 
channel are taken into account. The multipole forces are used 
to construct a phonon basis in deformed nuclei for KÄ= 0,1, 
2 ,... 7 . In spherical nuclei the multipole forces are used 
to construct one-phonon states with j” = 1”, 2 , 3",... 1~ and 
spin-multipole forces for the states with J*  = 1+, 2”, 3+,...7 .
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Fig. 2. Scheme of calculations within the QPNM
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For each value of KÄ or J several hundreds of roots of the 
secular equations and relevant wave functions are calculated. 
The calculations of the state density [16J indicate the comple
teness of the phonon space. As a result of calculations of the 
phonon space all the QPNM constants turned out to be fixed.

The second specific feature of the model is: the quasipar
ticle-phonon interaction is responsible for the fragmentation 
of quasiparticle and collective motion and thus for the compli^ 
cation of the nuclear state structure with increasing excita
tion energy.

The excited state wave functions are represented as a se
ries in a number of phonon operators, in odd-A nuclei each term 
is multiplied by a quasiparticle operator. The approximation 
consists in the cut-off of this series, that is the third spe
cific feature of the model. The cut-off of the series is the 
approximation similar to the cut-off of the chain of equations 
in the HFB approximation. At present our expansion is limited 
to two phonons, that is demonstrated in the scheme (fig. 2). 
To elucidate the influence of many-phonon terms of the wave func
tions on the calculated effects is as difficult as to evaluate 
the role of neglected in the HFB approximation chains of equa
tions of the many-body problem. It is stated in both the cases 
that approximate equations describe correctly the properties 
of nuclear excitations and the terms neglected are partially 
taken into account by using constants fixed from the experimen
tal data. In the calculations the Pauli principle is taken in
to account by using exact commutation relations between the 
phonon and .quasiparticle operators.

The fourth specific feature of the model is the use of 
the strength function method. By using a version of the 
strength function method developed in refs.[7,17], one can di
rectly calculate the reduced transition probabilities, spectro
scopic factors, transition densities, cross sections and other 
nuclear characteristics without solving the relevant secular 
equations. The application of the strength function method re
duces the computer time by 10$ times and makes it possible to 
calculate the fragmentation of one-quasiparticle, quasipartic
le ® phonon and one-phonon states for many nuclei. The charac
teristics of highly excited states are calculated for spheri
cal nuclei with closed and open shells and for deformed nuclei.
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The general scheme of calculations within the QPNM is the 
following. The wave functions of the excited states of odd-A, 
doubly even and doubly odd spherical nuclei are written as

where tg is the ground state wave function of a doubly even 
nucleus (phonon vacuum); > -Q-fyji.are t'7e quasipar-

. tide and phonon creation operators. Then, we find an average 
value of ^Q.phNM (1) over (2) or (3) or (4). Using the varia
tional principle and taking into account the normalisation of
the wave function (2) or (3) or (4), we get the secular equa
tion.for the energies of excited states and write it down as

= 0 (5)

We also get the systems of equations for the coefficients of 
the wave functions (2) or (3) or (4).

3. Investigations in the QPNM

The results of calculations in the QPNM of the properties 
of spherical and deformed nuclei defined by the fragmentation 
of one-quasiparticle, one-phonon and quasiparticle ® phonon 
configurations were published in many papers, reviews and re
ports [7-11,18-22] .

The following nuclear characteristics are calculated 
within the QPNM:

1) Low-lying nonrotational states of deformed nuclei[23-2’J , 
2) fragmentation of one-quasiparticle and two-quasipar- 

ticle states in deformed nuclei [17-29],
3) fragmentation of one-quasiparticle states in spherical 

nuclei [20,22,30-32],
4) fragmentation of two-quasiparticle states in spherical 

nuclei [10,33],
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5) neutron s-, p-, d-wave strength functions in spherical 
and deformed nuclei [10,17,19,22,32,34],

6) radiative E1-, E2- and M1-strength functions for tran
sitions from neutron resonances to the ground states of sphe
rical and deformed nuclei [35-37],

7) f-decay of deep hole states [38],
8) photoabsorption cross sections in the region of the 

giant dipole resonance tail in spherical nuclei [10,32,35-39],
9) positions, widths and transition densities for EX - 

and MX -giant resonances in spherical and deformed nuclei 
[8,10,21,32,32,40,41],

10) strength distribution of the charge-exchange Gamow- 
Teller and spin-dipole resonances in spherical and deformed 
nuclei [ 18,42,43],

11) description of the scattering of photons, electrons 
and protons with excitation of giant EX - and MX -resonances 
[44] and others.

A rather good description of the relevant experimental 
data is obtained. Some predictions are made. The calculations 
are performed with the same model parameters for each group of 
nuclei. After fixation of the phonon space the model has no 
any free parameters.

4. Confrontation between t he QPNM and IBM in describing 
deformed nuclei

The phenomenological interacting boson model (IBM) has 
been formulated by Arima and Iachellol4Sl on the basis of the 
group theory method. This model has first been put forward by 
Janssen, Jolos and Denau [461 . A considerable contribution to 
the development of the IBM was made by Szpikowski [47] . To 
show the efficiency of the QPNM, we shall consider the confron
tation between the QPNM and the IBM in describing deformed 
nuclei [48].

Compare now the description of the KJ< =0,2,4 states 
of doubly-even deformed nuclei within the IBM and the QPNM. The 
["■-vibrational states are particle-hole excitations in the 

QPNM and particle-particle (hole-hole) ones in the IBM. Since 
in the sd IBM the whole space of two-quasiparticle states with 
К =0 and 2 is the one entering into one-boson n^ =1 and ng=1 
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states, the interaction between bosons leads to distribution 
of their strength to the 0^, Од, 2*  and 2$ states. The wave 
functions of the 0^, 04,0$, 2^, 2$ and 24 states in the IBM 
have large two- and three-boson components and in the QPNM 
they have large one-phonon components with i=2, 3, 4 and have 
no pronounced two-phonon collective components. la the QPNM 
the structure of these is mainly determined by the set of two- 
quasiparticle components that are absent in the IBM. There is 
a fundamental difference in describing these states within the 
QPNM and the IBM.

The inclusion of the g boson in the IBM leads to К“ = 1+, 
3 and 4 states containing two-quasiparticle components and 
to the broadening of the space of two-quasiparticle states with 
K;< =0 and 2 . With the g boson included, some weakly collec
tive states taken into account in the IBM. These states differ 
slightly from other weakly collective states which are not 
taken into account. The inclusion of the g-boson as well as of 
s' and d' bosons contradicts the basic idea of the IBM on the 
separation of a subspace of collective states. Nevertheless with 
the g-boson•included, the 41 state has a large two-boson compo
nent [49,501. Among the k'! =0+ and 2*  states considered, still 
there are states with large two-phonon configurations.

The existence of collective two-phonon states is the cent
ral problem in the study of the structure of nonrotational 
states of doubly even deformed nuclei. The crucial contradic
tion between the QPNM on the one hand and the IBM, the Bohr- 
Mottelson model [51] and its microscopic analogs [52] and the 
self-consistent-collective-coordinate method[53] on the other 
hand consists in the existence of two-phonon collective states. 
According to the QPNM, the deformed nuclei have no two-phonon 
collective states whereas other models predict their existence.

According to the QPNM, in the two-phonon configurations 
the Pauli principle shifts the energy centroid by 1-2 MeV to
wards higher energies with respect to the energy sum of two 
RPA phonons. As a result, the energy centroid of a two-phonon 
state becomes larger than 3 MeV. At an energy above 3 MeV a 
two-phonon state should be fragmented over many nuclear levels. 
The conclusion on the absence of two-phonon collective states 
in deformed nuclei has been mâde in ref.[26] on the basis of 
the above reasoning.
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From the analysis of experimental data it has been con
cluded [54] that there are no reliably determined two-phonon 
collective states in deformed nuclei. Numerous experimental in
vestigations in recent years did not lead to the detection of 
two-phonon states.

The comparison of the results for the nonTotational states «£ + + 4.
with К =0,2 and 4 calculated within various models bet
ween themselves and with the experimental data will be perfor
med for 16$Er. The choice of ^.®Er is caused by the rich expe
rimental data [55-58] and numerous calculations [26,27,48-50, 
53,57-59]. The results of calculations for in the sd IBM
[57-59] and sdg IBM [49] contradict the experimental data On 
ot, 0*.  2^, 2j and 2*  states. In a new version of the sdg IBM 
[50] four types of the interaction with new parameters have 
additionally been introduced into the Hamiltonian. As a result, 
some discrepancies with the experimental data including those 
on the 0 state excitations in the (tp) reaction were removed. 
Nevertheless, in the calculations [50] one of the two states 
0, or Од as well as of к“ = 2-, or 2$ is a two-phonon state, 
which contradicts the experimental data. Moreover, according 
to ref. [56] , the 2д state having- a large two-quasiparticle 
pp4111 +4111 component cannot exist within the sdg IBM [50]. 
Following ref. [SO], the Kw =4^ state has a two-phonon nature 
and the K®=4 state with a large one-phonon hexadecapole com
ponent lies at 3.8 MeV. In all the calculations within the sd 
and sdg IBM the 4^ state is the two-phonon one.

The comparison of different models should be performed 
for many deformed nuclei in the rare-earth and actinide regions 
so that the specific features of one nucleus could not distort 
the general picture. Thus, there are still discrepancies bet
ween the sdg IBM and the experimental data in describing the 
k”=4^ and 4^ states in 15^,158д^ anj 160,164^ an(j jç“ = 3*  
and 3*  states in 177,'74Yb. The sdg IBM encounters difficulties 
in describing the k'‘ =2^ states with large В(E2)-values that 
are present in many nuclei. The absence of two-phonon 0 {301, 
301j states in the Th and U isotopes, in which there is no 
stable octupole deformation, is yet to be explained within the 
IBM, the Bohr-Mottelson model, the method used in ref.[S3] and 
other models. It would be more correct to formulate the IBM so 
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as to provide a unique description of states with positive and 
negative parity. Such a model there might be the spdfg IBM. 
It should contain a large number of states in the energy inter
val 1.5-2.5 MeV, whose wave functions have dominating two-boson 
components. May the existence of these states be consistent 
with the available experimental data"

It should be noted that the structure of nonrotational 
states of doubly even deformed nuclei in the rare-earth and ac
tinide regions is correctly described within the QPNM. In these 
calculations new interaction parameters are not introduced and, 
as rule, one uses the single-particle energies and wave func
tions as well as the one-phonon RPA states calculated more than 
15 years ago. The results obtained within the QPNM automatical
ly, can be obtained in the IBM by introducing new parameters.

Further investigations of the structure of deformed nuc
lei need experiments on measurement of the contribution of two- 
quasiparticle components to the wave functions of rotational 
bands based on =0j> 0^, 0^, 2^, 2$, 2^, 3,, 3^, 4*,  4~ etc. 
and on search for two-phonon collective states.

Conclusion

Within the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model one can cal
culate many properties of complex nuclei at low, intermediate 
and high excitations energies. Part of these calculations has 
already been performed. The fact that within the QPNM one can 
get a good description of many nuclear characteristics in a suf
ficiently wide energy interval using one set of parameters in
dicates that it correctly reproduces the basic features of the 
nuclear many-body problem. The model makes it possible to cal
culate many nuclear characteristics and cross sections of a 
large number of reactions for spherical nuclei with A>50. It 
is obvious that for further calculations more complicated ver
sions of the model will be used by including new terms in the 
functions and by taking account of new forces.

It should be noted that the main contribution to the wave 
functions of highly excited states comes from many-quasipartic- 
le and many-phonon components. At present there is no informa
tion on the values and distributions of many-quasiparticle com
ponents of the wave functions bf highly excited states. Certa- 
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inly we shall witness in future the manifestation of new pro
perties of highly excited states defined by many-quasiparticle 
components.
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STRESZCZENIE

W pracy przedyskutowano założenia modelu kwazic.ząstkowo- 
-fononowego (QPNM) oraz zastosowanie tego przybliżenia w opi
sie wielu własności jąder atomowych. Przedstawiono także po
równanie QPN1Ê z modelem oddziałujących bozonów (IBl).

РЕЗЮМЕ

В работе рассматриваются основы квазичастично-фононной 
модели (QPNM ) и применение этого приближения для описания 
многих свойств атомных ядер. Приводится тоже сравнение QPNM 
с моделью взаимодействующих бозонов (IBM).


